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The most dangerous thing
in the world is to try to leap
a chasm in two jumps
DAVID LLOYD GEORGE
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One small step for man,
one giant leap for mankind
NEIL ARMSTRONG
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PREFACE

WHAT IS
THE LEAP?
METHODOLOGY

In 1961 a US President stood before Congress and
swore that, before the decade was out, an American
would walk upon the surface of the moon.

By the summer of 1969 Commander Neil Armstrong had
made one of the most audacious challenges in history a
reality, with six months to spare. As he left the safety of
Apollo 11 he declared: “One small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind.”
John F. Kennedy never lived to see his promise fulfilled,
but the vision he proposed has lived on as one of the most
extraordinary acts of ambition ever to be undertaken.
We live in an age of growth, where billion-dollar
companies spring up at breakneck pace and competition
has never been fiercer.
In such a world, those businesses that seek explosive
growth must have ambitions that are equally boundless,
they must look ahead and, where others see a chasm, think
only of the leap that will clear it.
Drawing from the findings of two debates held shortly
before Christmas 2014, this report seeks to shine a light on
those businesses that have had the audacity to make this
jump and explores the challenges and opportunities they
faced along the way.
The Leap is an ongoing series of events, publications
and discussions aimed at telling the story of the businesses
brave enough to grow at explosive rates and hardy enough
to survive the ride.
This is a report about people for whom ‘better’ is
never good enough and standing still is failure. It is about
what Britain needs its businesses to do and how Mishcon
de Reya can help them achieve it.

The debates that form the basis of this report
were hosted at Mishcon de Reya’s London Offices
in September and November 2014. Where not
otherwise referenced or stated, quotes are taken
from the views put forward by the participants at
these two debates.
The events brought together some of the
leading names in British business and we are
grateful to the following entrepreneurs, whose
participation is at the heart of everything
presented here:
•

Lord Bilimoria CBE, DL
Founder and Chairman, Cobra Beer

•

Lara Morgan Founder, Pacific Direct

•

James Averdieck Founder, Gü Puds

•

Sir Rod Aldridge OBE Founder, Capita

•

Annabel Karmel MBE
Founder, Annabel Karmel Foods

•

Will King Founder, King of Shaves

•

Jens Torpe Founder, City A.M.

•

Lawson Muncaster Founder, City A.M.

We would also like to extend our thanks
to the following individuals who generously gave
their time to write the ‘business perspective’
pieces:
•

James Reed Chairman, Reed Group

•

Edwina Dunn Founder, dunnhumby

•

Paul Lindley Founder, Ella’s Kitchen

•

Sarah Wood Founder, Unruly

At both of these debates the audience
were polled on key issues. These polls generally
received between 60 and 100 responses and are
intended to provide a snapshot of the views of
Britain’s growth business community.
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Lawson Muncaster, Co-founder, City A.M.

The contents of this report are built upon the findings of two debates hosted
by Mishcon de Reya in late 2014. The Game Changers and The Power of
Partnerships brought together the entrepreneurs behind some of Britain’s most
successful growth stories, including Capita, Cobra Beer and City A.M.

Lara Morgan, Founder Pacific Direct
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Lord Bilimoria CBE, DL, Co-founder, Cobra Beer

FOREWORD

NICK
DAVIS
PARTNER, HEAD OF CORPORATE

2014 was a landmark year for Britain’s
economy. After the green shoots of 2013,
the UK began exhibiting all the symptoms of
a robust, growth-led recovery.
Today our nation is amongst the fastest growing in the
modern world and M&A activity is gradually returning to
pre-crisis levels.
The future is never certain; 2014, after all, was
the year when Scotland teetered on the brink of
independence, when Russia invaded the Crimean peninsula
and when oil prices halved in a matter of months.
This year will undoubtedly yield its own uncertainties,
not least a general election that looks set to be the
closest-run for a century.
But, with market conditions remaining highly
favourable – both in terms of capital gains tax and interest
rates – Britain has before it the opportunity to enter into a
new and vigorous period of business growth.
A return to growth, however, has not meant a return
to the status quo. The nature of our economy has been
transformed – perhaps irrevocably – by recession.
Today we see this most acutely in the increasing
absence of the banks. In the deals brokered here at
Mishcon de Reya, private capital is in the ascendancy, with
the role played by financial institutions continuing to shrink.
Increasingly, it is a new generation of agile, dynamic
and entrepreneurial businesses who are dictating the rules
of the post-recession economy. These businesses – the
disruptors, innovators and rule breakers – hold within
them the potential for rapid, explosive growth.
Our economy is bursting with promise, promise that
– if it can be fulfilled – will allow us to make the leap from
recovery to progress.

Those who make this leap possible will be the
businesses with the vision and the ambition to grow at
explosive rates – generating employment, innovation and
prosperity along the way.
In September and November last year it was
representatives from this world of high-growth enterprise
that we invited to our London offices to debate the
challenges and opportunities that Britain faces in the
coming years.
We are grateful to everyone who spoke or who
attended the events, and we hope that this report can
play some small part in exploring what the disruptors of
tomorrow can learn from the game changers of today.

Our economy is
bursting with promise
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UP

1 Number of people made redundant in the UK between 2008
and 2012 – CIPD, ‘Redundancies since start of jobs recession
cost UK employers £28.6 billion’, March 2012
2 IPPR, ‘UK becoming the ‘self-employment capital’ of Western
Europe’, August 2014
3 Statistical tables on companies register activities 2006-2007,
Companies House
4 Budget Speech, 2011
5 Start Up Britain, www.startupbritain.co/tracker
6 The Economist, ‘Startup Fever’,
20 September 2014
7 Octopus Investments, ‘Octopus High Growth Small Business
Report 2014’, November 2014
8 Octopus Investments, ‘Octopus High Growth Small Business
Report 2014’, November 2014
9 RBS Inspiring Enterprise, ‘The RBS Youth Enterprise Tracker’,
January 2014
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In December 2014 the Global Entrepreneurship
and Development Institute named the UK
the world’s 4th most entrepreneurial nation,
making it the highest-ranked European country.
Given that Britain has never placed higher than
10th, it’s a remarkable feat.
The recession, it would seem, has lit a fire in
Britain’s belly. With 2.7 million redundancies
in just 4 years1 and traditional corporate
career avenues slashing their hiring targets,
the nation’s brightest and best have sought
new outlets for their talents. Add to this
a technological scene change that allows
founders to build multibillion-dollar empires
for the cost of a laptop and a month’s supply
of Mountain Dew, and the economy seems set
for nothing short of a revolution.
Today, the UK is charging towards
becoming the self-employment capital of
Europe, with numbers increasing 8% between
2013 and 2014. 2 Whether through necessity,
passion or a thirst for wealth, more of us than
ever before are leaving behind the security of
employment to strike out alone.
As a result, the UK’s business stock has
burgeoned. In 2004 Britain was home to just
over 2 million active companies; last year that
figure surpassed 3 million.3 What’s more, this
“march of the makers” as George Osborne
once called it,4 shows little sign of abating, with
2014’s record number of business registrations
seeing a company created every minute. 5
In the eyes of Sir Rod Aldridge, founder
of the FTSE 100 company Capita, such a shift
in Britain’s business habits can hardly come
too soon. “This country needs entrepreneurs:
our way out of the problem we’ve got is the
kind of people who create jobs and don’t wait
for jobs, people who don’t stop things but go
around things.”

While some may rejoice, however, the
explosion in British business is not without its
sceptics; as one Economist article put it last
year “a canker lurks in these rosy statistics”.
Pointing to the fact that more than 60%
of Britain’s private sector businesses are
sole traders, the article speculated that the
statistics mask the reality that the majority of
new enterprises are unlikely to have ambitions
to innovate, grow or generate employment.6
While such concerns are not without
basis, they ignore the vital point that Britain’s
entrepreneurs have not only increased in
quantity, they have also increased in quality.
More than ever before, young small and
medium-sized businesses, with big ideas and
limitless ambition, are taking up the mantle of
driving growth in the UK economy.
Between 2011 and 2013 the number
of High Growth Small Businesses in the UK
(defined as those turning over £1 million
– £20 million and undergoing an average
growth of >20% annual growth over 3 years)
increased 18%.7
Despite accounting for only 3.4% of
UK GVA in 2013, these explosive-growth
companies were, in the same year, responsible
for 36.2% of GVA growth and 68% of
employment growth between 2012 and 2013. 8
To say that this rapidly expanding breed of
enterprising firms punches above its weight
hardly seems to do them justice.
Clearly, this explosive 1%’s enormous
contribution has had no small part to play
in the increasingly healthy macroeconomic
picture in the UK – an economy now growing
faster year on year than any other in the G7.
The numbers, of course, can only tell
us so much. The UK may be becoming more
entrepreneurial by the day, but what does it
take to create explosive growth and what are
the hurdles facing its would-be champions?
Since 1991 Annabelle Karmel has
published 37 books on the subject of
childhood nutrition as well as launching her
own food range. She explained that it is, above

all, resilience that lies at the heart of successful
growth: “A loser is someone who will quit
when they fail, an entrepreneur is someone
who will fail until they succeed.”
City A.M. co-founder Jens Thorpe agrees:
“You will always hit a lot of low valleys. So I
always think the important thing is to walk
around with a picture of how it will all be in
three years and never leave that picture out.”
Too much, suggests Jens, is often made
by entrepreneurs of changing markets. For
him it is above all “belief” that sees dreams of
growth realised: “We all suffer from thinking
things are much more difficult now than they
were. But then I think every generation has its
own problems, I don’t think, basically, there’s
any difference. The possibilities are there if
you find the right place to start your product
and you do it in the right way.”

This country needs entrepreneurs:
our way out of the problem we’ve
got is the kind of people who create
jobs and don’t wait for jobs
SIR ROD ALDRIDGE FOUNDER, CAPITA
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British companies spend an unbelievably small
and disproportionately pathetic amount of time
on selling more stuff… we’re embarrassed,
we don’t ask for the order
LARA MORGAN FOUNDER, PACIFIC DIRECT
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IMMIGRATION 2%

OVERSEAS TRADE & INVESTMENT 6%

EMPLOYMENT 17%

REGULATION 24%

James Averdieck, who founded Gü Puds in
2003, agrees that the ability to sell is crucial for
growth. In his view, however, Britons are more
up to the challenge than Lara Morgan suggests.
“We’re actually better at selling than a
lot of other countries … my partner was a
Hasidic Jew and he said to me that I could sell
Prosciutto ham to his rabbi … I think we are
quite good at selling – we’re quite stand-offish
– but I think when we get ourselves revved up
we can sell.”
According to research carried out by RBS
a fear of failure is by far the biggest barrier to
would-be entrepreneurs entering the market.9
Perhaps, with a little more of that kind of
belief, Britain can turn its recovery into a
growth explosion.

TAX 51%

Terms like ‘belief’ might seem vague to the
more numerically minded, but speak to an
entrepreneur and it won’t be long before you
hear about the moment that they could have
lost everything and were saved only by their
tenacity and a total faith that their business had
the potential for explosive growth.
According to Cobra Beer founder
Lord Bilimoria, it is this confidence above all
else that propels a young brand across the
credibility gap. “When you start off nobody
knows you, nobody knows your brand; why
should somebody finance you, why should
somebody supply you, why should somebody
buy from you? I believe they do those things
if you have passion and faith and confidence
and belief in your idea and give them the
confidence to trust you and give you a chance.
“The best example of this was a brewery
we partnered with in Bangalore. We started
brewing there, developed the product, were
about to ship it out and I didn’t have the
money to pay for the beer. The owner of the
brewery lent me the money to pay him for the
beer. That is how powerful it is crossing the
credibility gap … without that Cobra would
never have got off the ground.”
With culture playing such a prominent
role in a business’ chances of successful growth,
it is perhaps a matter for concern that, for 76%
of the business leaders polled at the first of
Mishcon de Reya’s The Leap debates, British
culture was seen as inhibiting growth.
For Pacific Direct founder Lara Morgan,
British business is done no favours by the
stiff upper lip. “British companies spend an
unbelievably small and disproportionately
pathetic amount of time on selling more stuff.
We’re embarrassed, we don’t ask for the
order … why have a company if you can’t
sell?” Brits must, she says, “sell more stuff…
and sell it internationally”.

For high-growth business,
which area of legislation is most
in need of reform?

Fear is losing ground
and entrepreneurs are
on the march

THE MISHCON PERSPECTIVE

SUSAN
BREEN
PARTNER, HEAD OF
FAMILIES IN BUSINESS

We have seen something of a revolution in the
last few years in the minds and hearts of the
British entrepreneur. In the aftermath of the
recession, more and more Britons are embracing
the enormous energy that an entrepreneurial
philosophy can bring to a business – be it a small
enterprise or a FTSE100 company.
Perceptions have changed and
entrepreneurs are no longer solely small
scale operators or market disruptors armed
with nothing more than an idea, a laptop and
some seed capital. No one could doubt the
entrepreneurialism of these kinds of plucky
enterprises, but nor should we assume they are
its only practitioners. From shoestring start-ups
to vast multi-nationals, every successful business
I have ever worked with has been, at its core,
entrepreneurial.
What all of these companies have in
common is not size, but vision. Driven forward
by the ambitions of their founders, they are
innately able to articulate a vision and the values
that underpin it. To succeed, they inspire those
around them, enabling others in the organisation
to have a strong sense of where each is heading.
That shared vision is supported by a culture
that understands the importance of ‘values’, i.e.
what the business stands for. Even in large scale
enterprises, values can and should remain an
essential part of the business philosophy. The
leaders in those businesses share many other
characteristics – an overwhelming commitment
to the vision and a relentless drive to succeed
whatever the challenges: they are fearless and
they have grit. Dedicated management and
staff allow visions to grow, to prosper and to
expand. And of course a little luck along the
way always helps.

British firms create some of the best
products and provide some of the most
innovative services of any market in the world.
From Tesco to PayPal, we have seen a renewed
sense of purpose – to put the customer at the
heart of the business. It makes good commercial
sense. If that isn’t your business’ primary
objective or, as is more often the case, it ceases
to be, someone else will sooner or later seize
the initiative.
There are also structural factors in play
which allow young companies to realise their
growth potential. Many British businesses cite
access to adequate and realistic funding pools,
access to suitably trained staff and a supportive
taxation and enterprise environment as top of
their wish list. There is no doubt that without
those building blocks, many new and exciting
businesses will fail in the early years or simply not
realise their full potential.
The UK’s commercial landscape is as
conducive to business creation as it has ever
been, and there are plenty of reasons to be
optimistic. The challenges we face are still some
way from being overcome. Fear continues to
stalk the hearts of many small and mid-market
businesses; holding them back from treading
the uncertain path to growth. And yet, for the
first time since 2008, fear is losing ground and
entrepreneurs are on the march.
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…if you want to innovate,
if being transformative is in
your DNA in the way that it
was in ours, what excites
you is curiosity rather
than efficiency
BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

EDWINA
DUNN
Along with her husband, Clive Humby, Edwina Dunn founded
data analysis firm dunnhumby in 1989. Today the company boasts
54 offices in 29 countries and employs more than 3,000 people
worldwide. dunnhumby is perhaps best known for creating the Tesco
Clubcard, which allowed the supermarket’s customers to accrue
discounts as a reward for their purchases. This loyalty scheme and
the insight into their customers that dunnhumby’s technology handed
Tesco is often credited as a key factor in the company outstripping
Sainsbury’s to become Britain’s largest retailer in 1995. Today Edwina
is the Global CEO of social media insight company Starcount, which
she founded with her husband in 2012.

When you own a small, fast-growing business, the advice
you are given again and again is not to put all your eggs in
one basket.
The truth for us is that we were only able to grow as
fast as we did because we didn’t take that advice. Instead,
we took the decision to dedicate our efforts to improving
the service of a single company.
If we had diversified, we could never have kept up with
the needs of Tesco because, when we signed the deal with
them, dunnhumby only had around 30 staff. We were tiny
and we had to double in size almost every year just to keep
up with Tesco’s demands.
It’s a relationship that would have scared the hell out
of most small businesses. We always knew that if ever
Tesco didn’t love us then we were dead in the water. It was
terrifying, but it also brought with it substantial benefits
because when you establish that kind of partnership you
end up growing alongside the business you work with.
By being exclusive to partners like Tesco, dunnhumby
was able to offer things that our competitors just couldn’t.
It gave us permission to do things that they would never
allow anyone else to, not even one of the big consultancies.
The retailers we worked with told us their margins –
and no one gets retailers’ margins. Margins are sacrosanct
and because we got them we knew more than anyone else,
which made us better than anyone else.
Most smaller businesses would never dream of teaming
up in that way with a big corporate player like Tesco. But
our business was never about disruption; it was about
giving extraordinary powers to our partners and innovating
on behalf of the customer.

The work we did with retailers was always about
rewarding customers. What we essentially did was give
people money off and incentives for the things they had
already bought. That may not seem remarkable now, but at
the time it was seen as very counterintuitive.
Even today a lot of companies will only reward people
for switching brands, all of their money goes towards
hunting other people’s customers: we believed we could
change that.
Of course, innovating in partnership with a more
established company is very different from becoming a big
company yourself. When dunnhumby did grow, we found
that it became increasingly difficult to innovate in the way
we wanted to.
Running a big company and making it efficient requires
an incredibly valuable set of skills. But it’s not my favourite
set of skills and nor is it Clive’s. A good CEO can just about
run any company, but if you want to innovate, if being
transformative is in your DNA in the way that it was in
ours, what excites you is curiosity rather than efficiency.
Clive and I have never followed the money: we
always follow what interests us most. Sometimes that can
seem counterintuitive, because often if you just worked
something to death you could earn a lot more money than
by stepping away and doing something completely different.
We wrote three business plans for dunnhumby,
we delivered all three and we’re incredibly proud of the
business we built. We were faced with writing a fourth one,
or stepping away and saying “that was fun, now I’m going to
have a break”.
The fact is, when you’re running a massive engine and
you’re on the plane every other week it becomes almost
impossible to think freshly. We felt we had done what we
set out to and reached the end of a journey.
Stepping away was right for us, we were so tired
after we exited that we really didn’t know if we were ever
going to feel like doing anything again. As it turned out, we
decided to found Starcount and start over.
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10 Telegraph, ‘Firms must overcome equity selling ‘aversion’’,
11 February 2013
11 Bank of England, ‘Trends in Lending’, October 2014
12 Nesta, ‘The rise of future finance’, December 2013
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“The only meetings I’ve ever walked out of in
my career have been meetings with private
equity companies,” says Will King, founder of
King of Shaves. “I’ve literally sat down and been
assassinated over my business.”

The relationship between equity investors and
growth business has always been a fraught one.
Indeed, in February 2013 Stephen Welton,
chief executive of the Business Growth Fund,
declared that a “cultural change” was required
in the way that investors deal with businesses.
“People in finance talk down to companies. It’s:
‘We’re smart because we understand finance;
you just run a company’.”10
Founders do not relinquish their equity
lightly. It is perhaps surprising then that, when
asked which source of capital they would be
most likely to turn to for growth, 41% of our
audience responded either private equity or
venture capital.
That figure not only made PE the most
popular source of capital, it also placed it
ahead of bank lending – which only 23%
considered to be their first port of call.
It is hard to believe that the same results
could have been collected a decade ago. The
paradox that Britain faces today is that the very
recession that has led such an unprecedented
number down the path to entrepreneurship
has also taken away much of the capital that
ambitious firms require to grow.
According to the Bank of England, bank
lending to business has contracted by at least
2% every year since the financial crisis – a fact
that has left many potential growth stories
struggling to reach their second chapter.
This shortage of credit leaves growththirsty scale-ups with little choice but to turn
to the sale of equity in order to raise the funds
necessary for investment.

We built places and stances in markets
through acquisitions that we would never
have been allowed to have done in a
private equity world
SIR ROD ALDRIDGE FOUNDER, CAPITA

HAS NO EFFECT 5%

DIMINISHES THEM 14%

Jamie Denham, Co-founder, Sliced Bread Animation (left) with John England, Partner, Mishcon de Reya (right)

IMPROVES THEM 81%

For Sir Rod Aldridge, the rise of private
equity as an increasingly dominant force in
Britain’s finance market is not something to be
celebrated.
“What would have happened to Capita
in this day and age is that it would have been
bought by private equity and, I feel, would
never have met the potential it has. I think
PE suppresses innovation. I think it is not as
innovative and ambitious as the management
team is and I think there is a real gap between
what the management team wants to do …
and what is possible.”
“We were incredibly innovative, we
built places and stances in markets through
acquisitions that we would never have been
allowed to have done in a private equity
world. … This was a free-standing state that
knew what it wanted to do and had a team of
people that were dedicated to it.”
Lawson Muncaster, who co-founded the
free newspaper City A.M. in 2005, takes a
less severe view of the role played by private
equity, arguing that – with the right partner –
such deals can yield fruit.
“Things are tough and you have to find
the route that’s best for you. You’ve got
to find the people who want to back you
personally … no investor I’ve ever met has
invested in a P&L, they’ve only invested in the
people in front of them.”
Traditional equity investors, however, are
by no means the only source of capital to have
rushed into the vacuum left behind by banks.
Alternative finance has become somewhat of
a buzzword amongst the business community
of late, as technology-enabled platforms such
as crowdfunding and peer-to-business lending
become an increasingly significant force.

How does co-founding a business
affect its chances of growth?
15

No investor I’ve ever met has invested
in a P&L, they’ve only invested in the
people in front of them
LAWSON MUNCASTER CO-FOUNDER, CITY A.M

PEER-TO-PEER LENDING 5%

CROWD FUNDING 14%

VENTURE CAPITAL 15%

FRIENDS AND FAMILY 17%

BANK FUNDING 23%

“But the reason I did it was to bond
people to our brand, then you have people
who love you. There are people who love
King of Shaves and want us to succeed and I
think there’s a massive future in that.”
Lara Morgan once said that founders
should sell their grandmothers before they sell
their equity. If Will King is right, technology
might just be the answer to save them from
having to.

PRIVATE EQUITY 26%

According to figures published by Nesta,
donation-based crowdfunding was a market
worth £310 million in 2013 – a 20% increase
on the previous year. Peer-to-business lending,
meanwhile, grew 203% to £193 million
over the same period, while equity-based
crowdfunding saw its market increase 371% to
£28 million.12
While some have dismissed such
platforms as a passing fad, the sums involved
are making the sector increasingly difficult
to write off. Crowdcube, the market leader
in equity-based crowdfunding, has facilitated
more than £46 million in successful investment
since being founded in 2008.
Will King is enthusiastic about the
potential that such innovations open up. No
stranger to alternative finance, he raised £5
million for King of Shaves in 2009 through the
sale of 5,000 ‘shaving bonds’ that aimed to
offer investors returns of 6% a year.
“We invented this mini retail bond sector
in 2009 … We limited people to £5,000 per
person because we didn’t want Granny to lose
her life savings and house and King of Shaves
become the Knave of Shaves.

In order to take your business to
the next level, what source of capital
are you most likely to turn to?
16

When it comes to equity,
it isn’t just a question of
picking the first investor
that comes along

THE MISHCON PERSPECTIVE

NADIM
MEER
PARTNER, CORPORATE

Snaking queues of Northern Rock depositors,
Lehman Brothers traders spilling, ashen-faced
across 7th Avenue – it is in images like these
that the 2008 recession will be remembered
by most. For the market, though, the memory
of the worst recession in 100 years looks likely
to be remembered in more lasting changes.
For high-growth business, the most
seismic of these shifts has been the changing
role played by banks. Despite government’s
best efforts to loosen financial sector spending,
the purse strings have remained tight.
In one aspect this is no bad thing; the
so-called glory days of the early and mid 2000s
often saw banks’ cash flowing far too freely. The
flip-side of course has been a rapid contraction
in the pool of funding available for businesses.
This newly created vacuum has led to a
rapid expansion of non-bank lending. From
crowdfunding to asset-based finance, the
sources (if not the overall amount) of money
being made available to ambitious firms are
now far more numerous than ever before. The
terms of such finance are often a little more
aggressive than those offered by banks, and the
costs generally higher. But, with the financial
establishment often offering no terms at all,
non-bank finance has become crucial for many
businesses’ growth.
One of the major effects of this shift in
emphasis in our lending markets has been
fragmentation. Trust is an enormously important
part of any lending agreement, and without the
anchoring force of huge financial institutions it’s
often difficult for an explosive-growth business
to know where to turn to for capital.
Interestingly, that fragmentation has meant
that firms like Mishcon de Reya – where we
act for a lot of alternative finance providers

– have an increasingly active role to play in
bringing those providers together with clients
struggling to find suitable finance.
The reality for the high-growth market,
however, is that credit remains difficult to
come by and an increasing number, particularly
of smaller firms, are finding that parting with
equity is the only way to raise the money
necessary to grow.
While entrepreneurs are often loath
to sell equity it is, increasingly, where the
greatest opportunities for growth lie. This is
particularly true since the instatement of the
Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) and
Enterprise Investment Schemes (EIS) in 2012,
both of which provide attractive tax breaks for
investors in small business equity.
Slightly higher up the scale, there are a
lot of private equity investors looking for good
businesses to invest in and if an entrepreneur
truly has a sound business with strong
management that is sustainably scalable and
right for growth, they should be able to pick
and choose who they partner with. However,
unlike navigating credit markets – where price
is often the most important factor – businesses
looking to raise money through equity need
to think more carefully about the kind of
partnership they are looking to forge.
When it comes to equity, it isn’t just
a question of picking the first investor that
comes along, or the investor that puts the
highest price on the table – businesses need
to think about who is going to be the best
partner for growth. It’s well worth taking the
time to get that decision right.
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Without people who are
motivated and skilled, you
don’t stand a chance

BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

PAUL
LINDLEY
Paul Lindley founded the UK’s leading baby food brand, Ella’s
Kitchen®, in 2006. Today, one of the company’s organic products is
eaten every second of every day. In 9 short years the brand has gone
from 2 products and no employees to more than 100 products sold
around the world and 70 employees. Ella’s Kitchen is now part of
Hain Celestial Inc.

Creating a company that can grow fast and do it sustainably
is a difficult task by anyone’s standards. In my experience,
there are four key things that every business achieving high
growth has in common.
First, a business has to have a vision for the category
that it’s in. That means knowing that the category can take
high growth – that it’s big enough for a small, new player
to either take market share or grow the market. If the
category capacity is not there, it’s highly likely that you will
not achieve fast growth.
The second key, if a business wants to grow at speed,
is a sustainable unique selling proposition (USP). That USP
might be around there being a barrier to entry, it might
be about innovation or it might concern price, production
method or IP, but it has to exist. Without it, as soon as the
growth starts, others will see what you make and copy it –
not only that but they’ll usually copy it faster and cheaper
than you can make it.
When I was building Ella’s Kitchen, innovation was
incredibly important and continues to be today. We
revolutionised our category by bringing in a type of
packaging that was brand new to baby food and allowed us
to appeal to people who cooked for their babies at home.
We innovated with our recipes and mixed things
together that other people hadn’t mixed before. That
meant we had a product that allowed children to explore
food in a genuinely new and exciting way.
But the reason that our products’ USPs have been
sustainable is that we supported them with innovative
marketing. I came from a television background and knew
that the channels didn’t sell all of their airtime at certain
times of year. I went and secured that airtime for the
promise of a share of revenue should we sell anything, as
well as an exclusivity deal around the arrangement so they
couldn’t do the same with others in our category.
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That got the Ella’s Kitchen brand noticed and in front
of two thirds of our target market in the first 6 weeks.
What that meant was, even though we didn’t own any of
the patent IP around our initial form of packaging, we were
able very quickly to create a brand that was trusted and
came to people’s minds before others. When people now
talk about pouched baby food they often call it an ‘Ella’s’
whether it’s our brand or not.
The third key a fast-growth business needs is a cash
pipeline that can facilitate its growth. A huge part of success
in the early years rests on being able to maximise your
working capital so that you get paid before you have to pay
out, and you optimise your levels of inventory. Working
capital is something that people often underestimate, but
when it comes down to it, fast growth means not irritating
your customers by being late or not having enough volume
– that requires cash to achieve.
The fourth and final key to growing a company
successfully is building a committed team. Making that
happen all comes back to how you recruit, how you
motivate, how you create energy, how you create
innovation and lateral thinking and ultimately how your
team is structured. Having a set of values that is very clear
to everybody and making sure you recruit around values
and not just skills is crucial.
Ella’s Kitchen has a very simple mission, which is all
about improving children’s lives by giving them a healthier
relationship with food. That’s our mission. Then we’ve got
a set of five values that are tested in interview stage and
benchmarked in our bi-annual reviews.
When your business is growing you have to ground
yourself in a set of values and constantly think about why
you’re doing what you are. Instilling those values and
that question of ‘why’ into everybody that you recruit is
imperative. You just need to get the right people who
believe in your mission and have the skills to make it a
reality. Without people who are motivated and skilled, you
don’t stand a chance.
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13 Vogue, ‘A Rare Look at Design Genius Jony Ive: The Man Behind
the Apple Watch’, 1 October 2014
14 BBC News, ‘Can a company live forever?’, 19 January 2012
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“When you feel that the way you interpret
the world is fairly idiosyncratic, you can feel
somewhat ostracised and lonely and I think
that we both perceived the world in the same
way.”13 That is how Apple design guru Jonathan
Ive described his relationship with founder
Steve Jobs in a recent interview.

From the brothers Saatchi to Rolls and Royce,
the history of innovative growth is replete
with partnerships whose shared vision has
seen them grow empires.
According to research carried out at Yale
University the average lifespan of a company
listed in the S&P 500 has plummeted by more
than 50 years in the last century, from 67
years in the 1920s to just 15 today.14
In such a fast-changing market, having a
partner to stand beside you when the going
gets tough can be an invaluable asset.
But while the prize may be great, danger
abounds. J.D. Rockefeller once advised that “a
friendship founded on business is a good deal
better than a business founded on friendship”.
The world of commerce is hardly short of
companies to prove him right. Take Adolf and
Rudolf Dassler, the brothers from the Bavarian
town of Herzogenaurach who, after a bitter
row, split their co-founded Dassler Shoes into
Adidas and Puma, never to speak again.
Lawson Muncaster, whose partnership
with fellow City A.M. founder Jens Torpe
continues to thrive, believes the secret to
making the relationship work has been faith in
each other’s abilities.
“What you tend to do when you’re
not bad at a sport, is that you try and
compensate for weaknesses in your team …
you compromise your own position. If you’re a
good centre you’re looking to cover a winger
on the left-hand side.

…a friendship founded on
business is a good deal better
than a business founded
on friendship
J D ROCKEFELLER

“At the beginning of the game you have
to set out very clearly that you’re going to stay
in your position and deliver what you’re good
at, because you’ve done the practice and been
through the training sessions, you know you
can deliver that product. The most important
thing is doing your job for the team: if you
don’t do your job, your team will fail.”
Originally co-founding Cobra Beer with
childhood friend Arjun Reddy, Lord Bilimoria
bought out his partner out when, after five
years of the brand failing to take off, Reddy
chose to return home to India. Reflecting
on the relationship, Bilimoria believes that
founding the business on equal footing was
ultimately a mistake.
“We literally lived, breathed and slept
the business and that’s what partnership at its
sharp end is all about. But it should never have
been 50:50, right from the start Arjun was the
one who would always say ‘should we renew
the rent or not? Maybe we won’t last’, he was
always much more cautious than me.”
That Bilimoria still insists that “there is no
way” he could have founded Cobra alone and
remains close friends with his former partner
is an admirable achievement given the fates
that have befallen some high-growth founders.
After all, the row surrounding Facebook’s
formation was so dramatic that it was turned
into an Oscar-winning film.

Tales like that of Mark Zuckerberg
have seen some adopt a more cautious
approach when co-founding a business and
partnership agreements are common amongst
entrepreneurial companies.
For Muncaster, there is no place for such
defeatist measures in the ambitious world of
explosive growth.
“The whole idea is to go and deliver
success together. If you haven’t, you’ve failed
together. That’s basically it.”

We literally lived, breathed
and slept the business and that’s
what partnership at its sharp
end is all about
LORD BILIMORIA FOUNDER, COBRA BEER
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Sara Murray OBE, Co-founder, buddi

Jens Torpe, Co-founder, City A.M.
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Annabel Jane Elizabeth Karmel MBE, Mumpreneur

Businesses need to think
about who is going to be the
best partner for growth

THE MISHCON PERSPECTIVE

JONATHAN
BERMAN
PARTNER, CORPORATE

Culture. In one way or another that is what
has decided the fate of every explosive
growth company I’ve ever worked with. A
business’s ability to adapt and evolve the
relationships that make it up (whether with
clients, customers or employees) is ultimately
what differentiates those that grow from those
that don’t.
All too often, companies with brilliant
ideas, growing at explosive rates, squander
their potential thanks to structures and
systems that can’t keep up. There’s no such
thing as a winning formula for growth: scaling
up a business is a process of constantly
innovating, reinventing yourself to stay a step
ahead of stagnation.
Small entrepreneurial businesses are
almost always built in their founder’s image. The
whole culture of the company is defined by the
personality of its creator. Growth dilutes the
influence that that founding core can have on a
business’s wider culture. How that is managed is
a crucial juncture in the road to success.
The challenge for explosive-growth
businesses becomes how to convert the
dynamic leadership that’s got them this far, that
gives their business energy and makes it a place
that people want to work, into something
more structured and formalised.
Partnership is crucial to achieving this.
Those who created and shaped their businesses
need to be able to forge genuine, trusting
relationships with management in instating a
level of leadership below themselves. That level
of delegation of responsibility is something a lot
of very talented leaders struggle with.
Indeed, it is a testament to how
fundamental a culture change growth can
enact within a business that so many high
growth firms have gone to such lengths to

maintain continuity. Facebook and Google
speak constantly about the need to maintain a
‘startup culture’ in their respective operations.
Richard Branson, meanwhile, used to say
that he would never have more than 50 people
in an organisation because when it went over
that it lost its spirit and its soul. Effectively,
that meant that Virgin used to act less as
one big company than as a cluster of smaller
ones. Virgin, of course, is now structured very
differently, but that it ever took such radical
steps emphasises how important culture is to
creating an effective vehicle for growth.
But if many a high-growth business has
been waylaid by the challenges that growth
brings with it, many too have succumbed to
its temptations. Flotation, for instance, often
seems like a no-brainer for explosive-growth
companies – a panacea bringing with it an
injection of capital that promises to take a
company stratospheric.
Upon reaching the other side, however,
the grass often seems less vibrant than it
did from a distance. That’s because some
entrepreneurial businesses fail to realise that
along with the capital it offers, flotation also
means engaging in a whole new world of City
and financial institutions that could previously
be ignored, a shift that forcibly transforms the
nature of a firm’s managerial culture.
Companies that go public find that, in
a very short space of time, the way they do
business has to change drastically. For a highgrowth business that means adding a host
of additional complications at a time already
fraught with change. That upheaval knocks out
a huge number of business owners. It’s why,
when you look at the market, you will find very
few people who have built up a business and
stayed with it once it’s floated.
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Businesses need to hire
to a set of values, promote
those values, and celebrate
those values
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SARAH
WOOD
Sarah Wood is the co-founder and COO of Unruly. Founded in
2006, Unruly is the leading global platform for social video marketing.
Today the company has 13 offices spanning four continents and
employs 160 people globally.

The UK is a fantastic place to scale a business. The way
that London in particular combines finance, creativity,
technology and an accessible government in a very
concentrated space is something that is completely unique.
Of course, scaling a business in Britain is by no means
without its difficulties and, currently, the big challenge that
growing businesses like ours are facing is a shortage of skills.
For a lot of businesses in the tech sector the problem
is simply one of not being able to get their hands on
graduates with the right coding or mathematics skills.
For our part, we’ve found that, while there are plenty of
computer science graduates out there, most aren’t the
cultural fit we’re looking for.
Finding good employees isn’t just about the skills or
the qualifications they have on paper, it’s about finding
people with the right attitude, the right energy, the right
enthusiasm, commitment, determination and hunger – it’s
about people who are genuinely passionate about being
involved in a rapidly expanding company.
As I see it, there are two main areas that are
exacerbating the shortage that Britain currently faces. First
of all, and most importantly, are the career services in
schools. Careers advisors don’t treat entrepreneurialism
and technology as serious career choices, so they suggest
that talented students go down very traditional paths like
medicine or law.
Either because they’re not aware of – or because
they don’t fully understand – the opportunities available in
the digital economy, our schools just aren’t succeeding in
preparing students for the skills market that they’re going
to enter.
The second area where Britain could definitely be
stronger is press coverage. We simply do not lionise our
tech stars the way that the Americans do. In the US being
a technological entrepreneur is an incredibly aspirational
profession, people look at the likes of Zuckerberg and they’re
inspired – we don’t have that same attitude in the UK.

Here, as soon as something becomes moderately
successful there’s a culture of putting them back down
again. We have an open press, which I applaud, but
sometimes you just want to see a bit more praise and
celebration of all the fantastic work that is being done by
entrepreneurs. There aren’t that many ‘rock star’ business
people in the UK and I would like to see the media focusing
more on the success stories.
Of course, it isn’t just schools and newspapers that
are responsible for fostering a growth culture in the UK;
businesses also have a huge part to play. In building Unruly
I have found at every step that employee culture is utterly
indispensible. We talk about our predictive technology, but
our secret weapon is our people – our people are the living
embodiment of our culture.
Businesses need to hire to a set of values, promote
those values, and celebrate those values. We’ve always
been very interested in doing that. Our hiring process takes
a long time because it is not just about the right skills and
attitude. We don’t just want people who can sell, we want
people who can do their job while living by our three core
values: ‘embrace change’, ‘share the love’ and ‘deliver wow’.
Once those values are in place what you have to do is
make sure management is identifying the people that truly
embody those values and allowing them to have as much
impact as possible by giving them lots of opportunities to
develop and grow.
At Unruly we have interns who have gone on to
become product directors and we’ve done that by being
very flexible when it comes to moving people around
the business. We’re constantly looking to give people
opportunities in other areas – we’ve had design interns
who’ve gone on to become campaign managers and are
now training as software engineers. It’s all about harnessing
those people who may not have the skillset to begin with,
but have the qualities necessary to drive growth.
In the end businesses are acts of collaboration and
unless you can create a place where people are motivated
to collaborate effectively you will never unlock your
company’s full potential to ‘deliver wow’.
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15 CBI, ‘CBI launches campaign to boost public confidence in
business’, 4 September 2014
16 David Jones, Who Cares Wins, 2011
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Entrepreneurship is often considered the
ultimate act of individualism. From Richard
Branson to Steve Jobs, its practitioners are
revered as possessors of superhuman faculties
of creativity and determination.

Figureheads are important; they inject energy
and passion into a business and make it
somewhere that everyone wants to work. Yet,
as Lionel Messi once put it, “I’m lucky to be
part of a team who make me look good, they
deserve as much of the credit for my success
as I do”.
For a growing business, the ability to
build a team of talented people and motivate
them to enact its vision can be every bit as
important as the vision itself.
Having begun his career as a post boy and
ended it as the chairman of an £8 billion FTSE
100 company, Sir Rod Aldridge is the model of
a self-made entrepreneur. And yet it is above
all to teambuilding that he ascribes his success.
“I’ve always made a point of appointing
people who are better than me,” he says.
“If at any point you start thinking that it’s all
about you and not about anybody else you’ve
lost the plot and won’t achieve the things that
are possible”.
Lord Bilimoria agrees, “I remember we
put an advert out in the Evening Standard,” he
recalls. “We got lots of applicants and could
only have two sales people. But the person
who came third said ‘I can do this job, in fact,
I’ll do it for commission only’.”
“I thought, ‘what have we got to lose?’ His
name was Samson, he didn’t have a car and
his English was appalling. He said ‘What is the
target you’re setting those two?’ We said ‘400
cases of Cobra a month’. He achieved that
within 2 weeks.”

“We gave him the job and, a couple of
weeks later, my wife and I were going out
for dinner at 9pm and we saw Samson on
the phone. I told him that it was late and he
should go home. He said ‘I’m on call 6 and I
set myself the target of 30 calls. When I reach
30 I will let myself out.’ I wouldn’t be where I
am now without Samson by my side over the
last 25 years. He has seen me through all the
ups and downs.”
But acquiring talent is only the first step.
Unless a business has pockets deep enough
to pay salaries that can’t be refused – not a
luxury that most mid-market firms enjoy – it
must be able to create a culture that both gets
the best from its employees and marks it out
as a desirable place to work.
What’s more, with polling carried out
by YouGov last year showing that 47% of the
British public do not believe that business is a
force for good,15 establishing a healthy culture of
work can also bring with it reputational benefits.
In building Capita, Sir Rod Aldridge saw
this as a crucial element of successful growth.
“We’re team people, we’re open people, we
have an open culture. If you’ve got a problem
you talk about it, you don’t cover things up.
Some of the things you read in the press
come from a culture where somebody has
suppressed information because there is a fear
of being open about it.”
Lord Bilimoria goes further still. “If there’s
one word that’s seen us through our ups and
downs it’s integrity.” Recalling how the word
was described to him by Rowan Williams,
he says, “The meaning of the word integrity
comes from the Latin word integer, which
means whole. You cannot practice integrity
unless you are whole as an individual. That’s
what lies at the heart of it, that’s what lies at
the heart of a longstanding partnership that
will work, it is integrity.”

James Averdieck, Founder, Gü Puds

I’m lucky to be part of a team who
make me look good, they deserve
as much of the credit for my
success as I do
LIONEL MESSI
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The secret today is to come up with a killer
idea, connect directly with your audience using
the fantasticness of global connectivity and
then don’t give the margin to the middle man
WILL KING FOUNDER, KING OF SHAVES

LARGE BUSINESSES
MORE THAN 250 EMPLOYEES 7%

MEDIUM BUSINESSES
51-250 EMPLOYEES 32%

For some high-growth companies,
though, teaming up with big names can bear
considerable fruit. Take dunnhumby, a young
technology firm that, in 1994, created the
Tesco Clubcard, beginning a partnership that
is both widely credited for Tesco’s ascendancy,
and the explosive growth of dunnhumby
(see page 13).
As Lord Bilimoria points out, Cobra’s
partnership with the well-known accountancy
firm Grant Thornton was instrumental in its
growth story. “It was one of the best decisions
we made because Grant Thornton not only
advised us, they gave us their name and their
credibility in helping us raise finance and
introduced us to our first business angel. To this
day we work with Grant Thornton, without
their support there would be no Cobra.”
Competition may be the mother of growth
but, as one great partnership once sang, “you
get by with a little help from your friends”.

SMALL BUSINESSES
UNDER 50 EMPLOYEES 61%

It’s a perspective that’s a long way from
the Gordon Gekko caricatures that came
for many to define the business culture of
the ’80s and ’90s. Cobra is far from alone
in rethinking the philosophy of business and
today one would be hard pressed to find any
major company without a ‘values’ page on its
website.
As former Havas CEO David Jones
opines in his 2011 book, Who Cares Wins,
embracing values can be in everyone’s interest
– “the employee, who feels much more
engaged, the consumer, who sees a more
responsive company, and the company, which
in turn benefits from both of these in terms
of employee satisfaction and retention and
better business performance”.16
Of course, the relationship building
required for growth extends far beyond
employees. To succeed, businesses must
also navigate relations with the suppliers,
distributors, advisors and services that make
up their market’s landscape.
In Will King’s view, when it comes to
sales, the less an explosive-growth company
has to do with existing outfits the better. “The
secret today is to come up with a killer idea,
connect directly with your audience using the
fantasticness of global connectivity and then
don’t give the margin to the middle man. Sell
direct, that way you can drive the cost down
and keep margin in the business, because
everything in the world appears to me – with
the exception of Apple – to be trending
towards zero.”

Where will we see the
most growth in the next
10 years?
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CAMPBELL
PARTNER, EMPLOYMENT

Businesses are a lot like marriages; they live and
die by how well the parties handle the difficult
conversations. Those that work out generally
do so because the individuals involved have
the foresight to speak frankly about what they
want, what they’re prepared to commit and
what will happen when the honeymoon ends.
Companies growing at explosive rates
are very often founded on a handshake, two
friends who have an idea and decide to turn it
into a business. Such arrangements work well
so long as everyone remains friends. Where
problems arise is when parties avoid frank
conversations to avoid hurt. The result is that
those conversations only end up happening
when relationships have soured and positions
have become entrenched.
To avoid such scenarios, young companies
need to make sure they have an honest
discussion about what divorce may look like
while everyone still loves each other. Once the
parties involved are lumbered with the baggage
of feeling wronged or duped, finding reasonable
compromise is generally a far more elusive
prospect.
This kind of commercial thinking from
an early stage is crucial not just between
co-founders but also with the freelancers and
contractors who make up the initial workforce.
One of the most common and damaging
disputes our high-growth clients face involves
intellectual property produced by consultants
that companies have assumed they owned.
What will generally occur is that a fastgrowing company will pay someone to build
its website or design a logo and never stop
to question who owns what the freelancer
has created. Those companies often find
themselves getting stung because – unlike an

employee – anything created by a consultant
is assumed to belong to them. When you’re
talking about a product or a brand that
becomes very valuable very quickly, the
sudden realisation that you don’t own those
assets that are at the core of the business can
be quite a shock.
When it does come to employees, the
problems that companies face are far less likely
to be legal. Overwhelmingly, the root cause
of employment disputes comes down to poor
communication.
The Conservative-Liberal Democrat
coalition doubled the period an employee has
to work somewhere before they are entitled
to statutory employment rights from one year
to two. The truth is that if a company hasn’t
managed to rid itself of a weak employee
within two years that isn’t really a problem
with the law, it’s a problem with the company’s
ability to take tough decisions.
In terms of the law, it’s never been easier
to make those difficult decisions. On top of
the increase in the time employees have to
wait for their statutory rights to kick in, the
fact that bringing a Tribunal claim now incurs
a cost to the claimant makes it far less likely
that employers will be taken to court – in fact
the number of claims decreased 70% after the
legislation came into force.
That Britain has seen comparatively so
little unemployment over the course of the
recession is a testament to the flexibility of
Britain’s labour markets. Now we just need to
make the most of them.
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…employment has
been a huge highlight
of the recovery
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JAMES
REED
James Reed is Chairman of the Reed group – comprising Reed
Specialist Recruitment, Reed Learning, Reed in Partnership and
Reed Online. He is the son of Sir Alec Reed who founded the
company in 1960.

When expanding at speed all businesses reach a point
where the knowledge and skill within their team is no
longer enough to solve the problems of the new ground
they are breaking. For these companies the ability to
source and retain new talent is the difference between
success and failure.
Today, obtaining these skills is the single biggest
challenge facing growth. For businesses, part of this
challenge lies in creating a culture in which people want
to work. Giving people opportunities, creating an exciting
environment and painting a picture of the future that
people want to be a part of are all crucial in competing to
attract the very best.
The problem our economy has at the moment is that
there simply aren’t enough skills to go around. In sectors
like technology and engineering it’s particularly acute.
We work with an engineering recruitment specialist
that is really struggling to find candidates for its clients. The
fact is, we simply haven’t trained enough engineers in the
UK over the last 20 years.
The same thing is true for computer scientists, I have
technical vacancies in my online business that we’ve had
open since the summer. We are growing fast, so it’s an
exciting company to join, but it’s very hard to find people
with the precise skills we are looking for.
At root, it’s an education issue. We’re still teaching
some kids Latin, when what they should be learning is code.
The education system is lagging behind what’s going on in
the world at the moment and changing that is going to be
crucial to creating sustainable growth.
Of course, the other factor that’s worsening the skills
shortage we currently suffer from in this country is that the
political environment has become very anti-immigration.
The reality is that immigrants make a net contribution to
the economy. Far from all being on welfare, as some seem
to believe, the vast majority of immigrants are working and
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paying taxes. There is a dissonance between the political
debate and what is really going on.
If we continue to create a climate that’s unwelcoming
to those coming from abroad, people are less likely to
choose Britain over other destinations. That’s a problem
because bringing skills to our shores is crucial to those
businesses that can’t find the trained computer scientists
and engineers they need here at home.
The debate surrounding non-EU immigration is a
particular misleading one, as we seem to assume that
people coming from outside of Europe are low skilled. In
fact, my company could source a lot of good candidates
from countries like South Africa, Australia, and Canada with
good IT skills if controls were less stringent.
While they may be getting it wrong on immigration,
the government has done plenty when it comes to cutting
red tape around employment. The changes in legislation
with regard to tribunals and the extension of the period in
which employees can be easily dismissed have both made it
less risky to employ people.
That’s critically important because creating jobs is all
about convincing an entrepreneur or a CEO that they’re
better off employing someone than investing in machinery
or software or taking the work offshore.
On the whole, employment has been a huge highlight
of the recovery. During the recession there was talk of 3
million unemployed, a figure that, thankfully, we never got
close to. The government deserves some of the credit for
helping the market to become flexible enough to avoid that.
The problem we now face in employment is that, while
our economy has managed to keep unemployment down,
wages have stayed low. We keep an employment index on
our website. At the end of 2009 we set the clock at 100 for
jobs and wages; the jobs number is now 232 and wages are
at 98. This disparity illustrates very vividly that real incomes
haven’t kept up with the supply of jobs.
Suppressed pay is a real issue for a lot of employees
but it could also be a cause for optimism. If Britain’s
businesses can grow their productivity in the next few
years our economy will be set for growth on a scale that
would be difficult to imagine for a nation suffering mass
unemployment.
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17 BBC, ‘Zynga buys UK game-maker NaturalMotion for $527m’,
30 January 2014
18 Sherry Coutu, ‘The Scale-up Report’, November 2014
19 Financial Times, ‘ARM chief laments lack of capital for start-ups’,
21 August 2014
20 www.gov.uk ‘Speech by Chancellor of the Exchequer’,
25 August 2013
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In January 2006 the Kongō Gumi Company
Ltd. went into liquidation. Specialising in the
construction of Buddhist monasteries, the small
Japanese firm had – until its collapse – enjoyed
more than 1,400 years of independent trading.
It was the oldest company in the world.

Even the longest growth story, it would seem,
must come to an end. And yet how and when
companies should approach that end is far
less certain. For many commentators it’s a
question that UK businesses scaling at speed
have yet to answer adequately.
When British tech firms DeepMind
and Natural Motion were bought up for a
collective price tag of more than $1 billion by
US giants Google and Zynga in January of last
year, the response was gloomy. “Some will
wonder why such promising UK startups are
unable to grow organically and instead sell out
to larger, foreign firms,” suggested the BBC’s
Leon Kelion.17
The anxiety that British firms sell up too
early is one echoed by investor Sherry Coutu,
who last year published a comprehensive
report on the ‘scale-up challenge’ facing the UK.
“Our promising companies struggle to grow
domestically and expand internationally and are
taken over by larger – often foreign – firms at
a significant discount to their potential. This is
a major issue because scale-up companies are
crucial to national competitive advantage in that
they drive economic growth, job creation, and
productivity in the longer term.”18
Britain’s ability to convert growing
businesses into companies on the scale of
Google or Facebook was questioned by
the audience at our debates. When asked
whether the UK has a ‘sell-out’ or ‘scale-up’
culture, some 86% answered the former.
It’s a problem that Lara Morgan, who sold

…I sold with real intent to get away with
some money before anyone realised quite
how out of depth I had become
LARA MORGAN FOUNDER, PACIFIC DIRECT

Has the coalition
been good for
business?

UKIP 2%

LIBERAL DEMOCRAT 2%

LABOUR 8%

OTHER 10%

CONSERVATIVE 78%

DON’T KNOW 24%

NO 30%

Lawson Muncaster, Co-founder, City A.M.

YES 46%

her own majority stake in Pacific Direct for
£20 million in 2008, feels keenly. “I am quite
sad that many of us do not look at different
ways of holding that asset and letting the
management really lead a business to another
phase. I think it’s a mistake or something that
we still need to learn. We don’t all sell too
early but I do think we are suffering from too
many rollercoaster exits.”
It’s easy to assume that selling up is a
decision made by the wallet rather than the
heart. In fact, for many entrepreneurs, the
prospect of a break from the stress of growing
a company can be just as appealing as the
extra zeros in their bank balance.
“When I sold it, I sold with real intent
to get away with some money before
anyone realised quite how out of depth I had
become” explains Morgan when recounting
her own sale.
For James Averdieck the experience
is a relatable one. When he sold his own
company, Gü Puds, to Noble Foods in 2010 he
felt like the company “was slightly put together
with string.” While he concedes that he may
have sold too early, Averdieck is also mindful
of the dangers of the alternative. “It’s much
better to sell too early than too late,” he says.
That’s a position for which Bernard

Who would you
vote for?
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Sir Rod Aldridge, Founder, Capita

Baruch, the American financier and adviser to
Woodrow Wilson, would have had sympathy.
“I made all my money by selling too soon” was
his motto.
Of course, selling a business can have its
benefits for the high-growth environment as
well as its dangers. There is surely something,
after all, to be said about placing money in the
hands of people who, by definition, take an
interest in entrepreneurship.
Speaking in a recent interview with the
Financial Times the CEO of ARM Holdings –
Britain’s largest technology company – said
that the UK’s problem isn’t so much taking
buyers’ money as what they do with it once
they’ve sold.
“The thing I see in California is a
celebration of success,” he told the newspaper.
“If companies are successful, that is viewed
as a really good thing. People who do cash
out from these companies, go and do it again.
They back other companies. They are looking
for opportunities to keep the wool turning.
There isn’t quite that same culture here.”19
In the view of Will King such an emphasis

on life after entrepreneurship is an appealing
one. “I won’t be the guy who has on his
tombstone ‘I came, I saw, I shaved, I died’” says
the King of Shaves creator. “It will be: ‘I came,
I saw, I shaved, I did something else, I hopefully
then built a yacht, then gave back, then I died.”
Yacht building aside, it is estimated that
around two thirds of the companies that will
make up the S&P 500 in a decade’s time have
yet to be founded. 20 With markets moving at
such velocity, it could well be the businesses
that sell today that hold the key to growing the
world-beaters of tomorrow.

It’s much better to sell
too early than too late
JAMES AVERDIECK FOUNDER, GÜ PUDS
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Coming from a family of teachers, I hear
a repeated and common theme from the
older ones in the room, that “the young
teachers of today are strong on method but
weak on content”. In essence, that they have
become better and better at teaching but
with less and less to teach. When I hear these
conversations, I can’t help but think that there
is a strong parallel in the world of business
and, in particular, in our new generation of
entrepreneurs.
Traditionally beacons of innovation,
insightfulness and opportunism, the UK’s
entrepreneurs have a long and proud history of
redefining their markets – James Dyson, Philip
Green, Richard Branson, Alan Sugar. All pioneers
in their own right but with a common thread of
proven expertise in their particular field.
Many of the new generation of would-be
entrepreneurs, however, have become fixated
with the quick sale for short-term gain, but with
less and less substance to actually sell. In effect,
‘entrepreneur’ is no longer a badge earned
over time, but rather a career choice, alongside
doctor, lawyer, actor, engineer.
Increasingly often I meet aspiring
‘entrepreneurs’ whose primary emphasis,
regardless of the embryonic stage of their
venture, is on the financial end game rather
than the product or strategic development of
their business.
Don’t get me wrong, there’s nothing at
all wrong in pursuing financial success (indeed,
that is the principal measure of achievement
for most businesses). But maybe the path to
that success needs to be just a bit longer than
many are now prepared to tread.

Therefore, a few suggestions to those
next in line:
•

Know your product, your market and your
strategy. Know them inside out, including
their strengths and weaknesses and
address those weaknesses as best you can
– if you don’t find them, others will and
will then exploit them to your cost.

•

Build a strong foundation that, even if
you are not going to be the one to take it
forward, provides a stable platform upon
which others can invest and develop.

•

Stick to what you really know – successful
serial entrepreneurs, who flit from one
industry or trend to another, are few and
far between.

•

Don’t pay for in equity what can
reasonably be paid for in cash – that pie
has only so many slices.

By all means think big, aspire to be
successful and be an entrepreneur. But, in the
process, don’t chase the financial reward too
early – chase the product, relentlessly and with
a clear strategy. Develop that product, and a
complementary strategy, and an underlying
and deep knowledge of what it is that you
hope to sell.
And then, when the time is right, sell it,
reap your well-earned rewards…and start
over again.
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21 The Independent, `Defining moment’ as Blair wins backing for
Clause IV, 14 March 1995
22 Lord Young, ‘Enterprise for All’, June 2014
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In 1995 the then Leader of the Opposition,
Tony Blair, led a successful vote to strike Clause
IV from the Labour Party constitution. The
clause set out the party’s aims as being to
“secure for the workers by hand or by brain
the full fruits of their industry” and to do so by
instituting “common ownership of the means of
production, distribution and exchange”.

Described by The Independent at the time
as a crucial step on Labour’s “long march
to electability” 21 the decision marked a
fundamental shift in the relationship between
the private sector and politics in the UK. For
the first time since World War II, both major
political parties were explicitly pro-business.
But while the aims of governments of
both colours are now nominally in-step with
those of enterprise, the relationship between
the public and private sectors continues to be
an uneasy one.
For Lord Bilimoria, the divide remains
stark. “Most government ministers don’t
understand business and civil servants are
not commercially minded because they’ve not
had that exposure. If there was some way we
could get everyone who works in government
to be exposed to business and to understand
business it would make a huge difference.”
The complaint that government is
ignorant to the realities of running a business
is by no means a new one. It was Ronald
Reagan, after all, who famously declared that
“Government’s view of the economy could be
summed up in a few short phrases: If it moves,
tax it. If it keeps moving, regulate it. And if it
stops moving, subsidise it.”

I genuinely believe that you can
stimulate entrepreneurial interest
and entrepreneurial talent
SIR ROD ALDRIDGE FOUNDER, CAPITA

Indeed, for many businesses – as for the
former President – the clearest articulation
of the dissonance between themselves and
legislators is taxation. When asked which
area of government legislation was most in
need of reform, 51% of our audience said
tax, compared to only 26% who claimed that
regulation was the greater burden.
It’s a sentiment that Lord Bilimoria, who
himself sits on the House of Lords Finance
Bill Committee, can relate to. “Not only do
businesses pay too much tax in absolute
terms, there is also too much regulation in
tax,” he says.
Unlike some, however, Bilimoria does
believe that, on the whole, government fulfills
its basic function relatively well. “Politicians’
main role is to create the environment for
entrepreneurship to flourish, in that respect
they don’t do a bad job: we’re an open
country, an open economy”.
With an economy still recovering from
recession and an election looming large, the
extent to which the coalition government can
convince voters that it has been successful
in stoking growth is likely to be crucial. For
our audience at least it has had some success
– 46% of those polled said the coalition has
been good for business, compared with only
30% who disagreed.
Jens Thorpe, though, remains sceptical
about some of the rosier figures that ministers
have espoused. “The problem right now
is that, while we’re doing well in Britain
compared with the Eurozone, that success is
unfortunately more on the cost-saving side
than in creating or having more demand from
people. For the economy to really take off,
people need more money in their hands.”
Interestingly, some of the harshest
criticisms of recent governments thrown up at
our debates were not of their economics, but
rather of their track record on education.
It’s an issue about which Sir Rod Aldridge
feels strongly. “I genuinely believe that you
can stimulate entrepreneurial interest and

entrepreneurial talent. It was in me, but I
didn’t know I had it until I was 37. I think it’s in
people and I think it’s suppressed, and I don’t
think it’s brought out.”
So severe, in fact, does the Capita
founder see the problem in British education
that he has taken matters into his own
hands. Sponsoring a number of non-selective
academies across the country, The Aldridge
Foundation focuses on instilling a spirit of
entrepreneurship in its students.
This notion that Britain’s approach
to education is ill-suited to its increasingly
entrepreneurial economy has become a
prevalent one in recent times. In a report
published on the subject last year, the former
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, Lord
Young, argued that schools are still working to
provide young people with “the skills sought

by large companies, invariably process-driven
… typified by team sports and conformity”.
“The world of those now leaving
education,” he suggested, “will be one in
which self-reliance and creativity will be
rewarded and the education system will have
to adapt”. 22
Lara Morgan agrees. “The competitive
spirit” she argues, has been replaced in
Britain’s schools by a culture of “going to
nil-nil at half-time”; something that is robbing
students of vital skills.
On May 7 2015, Britain will enter what is
likely to be the closest general election for 100
years. Whichever party is victorious will find
itself in charge of the most enterprising nation
in Europe. But only by working with business on
education – as well as tax, funding and regulation
– will it be able to ensure explosive growth not

Government’s view of the economy
could be summed up in a few short
phrases: If it moves, tax it. If it keeps
moving, regulate it. And if it stops
moving, subsidise it.
RONALD REAGAN
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WHAT’S NEXT
FOR THE LEAP?
This report marks the first step in what
we hope to be an ongoing series of events,
publications and discussions that will continue
to shine a light on the very best of innovative
British business.
Thank you to all the incredible
entrepreneurs who have made this project
possible so far. To James Reed, Edwina Dunn,
Paul Lindley and Sarah Wood, whose insightful
contributions to this report have been so
valuable. And, of course, to Lara Morgan, Lord
Bilimoria, Annabel Karmel, James Averdieck,
Sir Rod Aldridge, Will King, Jens Thorpe and
Lawson Muncaster, whose contributions to
our debates form the basis of everything
presented here.
We have been privileged enough
to hear from and debate with some of
entrepreneurship’s leading lights, but over
the course of this year we plan to extend the
conversation further still.
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In the coming months Mishcon de Reya
will be convening 100 of the nation’s most
exciting fast-growth businesses under the
banner of The Leap 100. From farming to
fintech, these are the businesses that hold
Britain’s economic future in their hands and
whose growth will be the key to unlocking our
nation’s potential.
Throughout 2015, The Leap 100 will
participate in roundtables, debates and
polling designed to take the temperature of
the explosive-growth market and celebrate
outstanding examples of high-growth business.
Working with City A.M., The Leap 100’s
findings will be published on a monthly basis
alongside features and interviews showcasing
Britain’s strength as a nation of innovation.
At the end of 2015 The Leap 100
programme will culminate in a special award that
will be presented to the group’s outstanding
member at the annual City A.M. Awards.
Helping ambitious businesses to make
the leap from ambition to growth is the great
challenge of our times; and it’s at the heart of
what Mishcon de Reya sets out to do.
John F. Kennedy once called conformity
“the enemy of growth”. We may be a law
firm, but we know that successful business
is about challenging the rules. The Leap is
dedicated to those who have had the courage
and the creativity to do just that.

James Eder, Founder, The Beans Group

Alex Farrell, Founder, The IT Job Board

Sheryl Cuisia, Founder, Boudicca Proxy Consultants (left) David Nordell, Founder, New Global Markets (right)

